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Note on Japanese Names
Because this paper is written with an American frame in mind, I have followed the Western
convention, not the Japanese, in organising Japanese name format. All names in this paper will
begin with given name first and surnames last (for instance, Michiko Shoda).
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Introduction

In the 1950s, Jerry Della Femina was New York’s premier copywriter, one of the original
smart-talking Mad Men. In a memoir describing his experience in advertising, Femina argues
that the industry gave voice to creative, wild, “far-out,” types who wanted to, and could, say
whatever came to their mind.
And that is exactly what he did. Largely known for his anecdotes about the industry,
Della Femina famously came up with a tagline for the Japanese electronics company, Panasonic:
“So I said, ‘Hey, I’ve got it, I’ve got it.’ Everybody jumped. Then I got very dramatic, really
setting them up. ‘I see a headline, yes, I see this headline.’ ‘What is it?’ they yelled. ‘I see it all
now,’ I said, ‘I see an entire campaign built around this headline.’ They all were looking at me
now. ‘The headline is, the headline is: “From those Wonderful Folks Who Gave You Pearl
Harbor.’”1 According to Mr. Della Femina, the quip was met with a riotous response and great
applause; it had tapped into what everyone in that room was thinking perhaps because at the root
of this joke lies a very serious issue that image makers like Jerry Della Femina had to tackle. In
the 1950s and early 1960s, selling Japanese products to an American audience could not be done
without the memory of World War II creeping into the picture.
This memory was ugly. In his book, War Without Mercy, John Dower outlines the
American perception and depiction of Japan during the war: animalistic, apeish, and mindless

Jerry Della Femina,, and Charles Sopkin. From Those Wonderful Folks Who Gave You Pearl Harbor: Front-Line
Dispatches from the Advertising War (New York, New York: Simon & Schuster, 2010), 113.
1
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were just some of the terms and images associated with the Japanese at the time.2 Ultimately,
these concepts kept Americans focused on who the enemy was and driven to fight it. The Pacific
War ended in 1945, followed by six years of U.S. military occupation in Japan. The San
Francisco Treaty was signed in September 1951, which technically terminated the Occupation
and thus turned Japan into a sovereign state and a desperately needed Cold War ally of America.
In order to establish a positive U.S.-Japan cultural, economic, and political relationship, a new,
less threatening, image of Japan had to be constructed for the American public. Films, speeches,
art, and, in this paper, print media imagery, were used to repackage and rebrand Japan for a
war-weary American audience. How this new American post-war relationship with, and image
of, Japan was represented in 1950s magazine publications was now up to men like Jerry Della
Femina and is the driving question for this thesis.
Some historians have picked up on this issue. Naoko Shibusawa introduces the idea of a
postwar “reimaging” of Japan in her book America’s Geisha Ally: Reimagining the Japanese
Enemy. She argues that during the Occupation period, it took the work of journalists, MacArthur,
Hollywood filmmakers, and others to help reshape Japan into the “model of capitalism” that it is
today.3  To this effect, Shibusawa seeks to understand not only why a new image of Japan was
constructed, but how. Similarly, others have written about how American Cold War policy in
Japan was sold at home and abroad. For instance, in her book, Press Images, National Identity,
and Foreign Policy: A Case Study of U.S.-Japan Relations from 1955-1995, Catherine Luther’s
research deciphers “the type of images and their underlying meanings in two newspapers in the

John Dower, War Without Mercy: Race and Power in the Pacific War (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of
Michigan Library, 1986), 81.
3
 Naoko Shibusawa, America’s Geisha Ally: Reimagining the Japanese Enemy (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 2006), 11.
2
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United States and in Japan.”4 Luther analyzes how East Asian current events were described in
print and uncovers a complex and widely disseminated picture of the Japanese that promotes,
and to some extent reflects, U.S. foreign political intentions.
My thesis differs from these fields of study in two regards. I am focusing on the period
directly after the San Francisco Treaty was signed and America’s Occupation of Japan ended: the
1950s. Research on image making during this era of Japanese-American history is often
neglected, but important, because it defines Japan’s rebirth as a sovereign nation. Also, I have
uniquely chosen to use 1950s magazine imagery to uncover the methods used and reasons behind
the reimaging of Japan. I therefore take a much more literal and visual approach toward
understanding the “image”: this paper includes several pictures, photographs, illustrations, and
advertisements from popular mid-twentieth century American magazines. Using these images, I
conduct an in depth visual analysis, revealing the pictures’ messages and how those messages fit
into the larger theme of U.S.-Japan relations. I’ve also included earlier magazine imagery dating
back to America’s first contact with Japan to understand where these visual trends and tropes of
the Japanese come from and how are they being repurposed in a post-Occupation context. My
aim is to analyze images that cover a period of early instability in post-war U.S.-Japan relations,
so this paper ends with the signing of the Security Treaty in 1960, which to some degree
solidified the political alliance between the two nations. Three questions that have guided me
throughout my research are: where do these images of the Japanese originate from? What do
they reflect? And most importantly, why are these images are being constructed--how do they
create a new, less threatening, Cold War Japanese ally of the United States?
Catherine A. Luther, Press Images, National Identity, and Foreign Policy: A case Study of U.S.-Japan Press
relations from 1955-1995 (New York, New York: Routledge, 2001), 6.
4
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I use magazines as my focal point for their enormous significance in U.S. history and as a
powerful window into current events, culture, and widely held American perspectives of the
time. In his foundational text, The Magazine In America 1741-1990, Tebbel Waller-Zuckerman
writes that magazines “have been both politically and culturally important at shaping attitudes as
well as providing information influenced by their owners and editors.”5 The following visual
analysis of print media imagery works to shed light onto a complicated American-Japanese
political and cultural relationship while revealing the ways in which magazines reflected societal
trends and thought processes. My source material draws upon some of America’s most
influential magazines: National Geographic, Life, Time, and Vogue to name a few. In mapping
the political and policy oriented relationship between the U.S. and Japan I use National
Geographic, a strongly pro-U.S. publication. Likewise, Life and Time are particularly significant
because they were published by Henry Luce, an ardent anti-communist Cold War enthusiast and
friend of Dwight Eisenhower and Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles.6 Vogue images follow
sociologically important fashions and trends. The 1950s was the “golden era” of magazine
readership and therefore plays an especially important role in American culture and history.7
While analyzing images from these magazines, as well as tracking the political and
cultural relationship between the U.S. and Japan, I have found that in the nine years after 1951,
in order to rebrand Japan as a harmless American ally, American magazine print media imagery
and advertising depict an idealized representation of the Japanese and America’s relationship
with the Japanese. This “idealized representation” casts the U.S. as a benevolent master over a

Tebbel Waller-Zauckerman, The Magazine in America 1741-1990 (Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University
Press, 1991), 304.
6
James L. Baughman, Henry R. Luce and the Rise of the American News Media (Boston, Massachusetts: Twayne
Publishers, 1987), 158.
7
Tebbel Waller-Zauckerman, 320.
5
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simple and happily submissive Japan: a relationship that never quite was and never would be, yet
was necessary toward erasing a long history of antagonism between the two countries. American
propaganda that once targeted the Japanese now sought to befriend them, a process this paper
explores further using print media imagery.
I have divided this paper into two chapters. Chapter one looks at the ways print media
imagery of the 1950s borrows from, and pays homage to, American portrayals of the Japanese
from before the Pacific War. Starting with Commodore Matthew Perry’s “opening” of Japan to
the U.S. in 1853, I track, analyze, and contextualize a century of American magazine image
tropes and trends. Like those of the 1950s, these pictures would reflect a great deal about
U.S.-Japan relations, and were essentially resurrected to remove any trace of the stereotyped
wartime Japanese brute. By understanding the ways these images persisted and evolved
throughout the 19th century and into the 20th, we gain a deeper and nuanced understanding of
their repeated use after the signing of the San Francisco Treaty.
In chapter two I use journalistic photography of the 1950s to uncover how America chose
to portray its political relationship with Japan. These magazine images reflected and promoted
U.S. foreign policy in Japan to an American audience by making the Japanese appear less
threatening, without agency, and in desperate need of help. Conversely, Americans would be
pictured as the powerful, much desired and appreciated hero of the Japanese, saving the
supposedly simple people from themselves. This largely invented relationship, displayed in the
magazine images of Life and National Geographic, effectively sold U.S. involvement in Japan as
a global effort of good will, but ignored the more complicated and unstable Cold War alliance
between the two nations.

9

In essence, this thesis aims to reveal how our prejudices about a people, how they look
and act, are informed by global relationships and power plays. Pictures and photographs
influence our understanding of other cultures and countries, but rarely do we ask ourselves where
the images come from and what messages they are trying to convey.

10

Chapter I: A Century of Images, Visual Trends and Tropes
Landing: First Impressions

On July 8th, 1853, Commodore Perry arrived in his kurofune, or “black ships,” off the
coast of Japan: what many magazines, and even historians, describe as the opening of Japan to
the Western world.8 Although Spanish and Portuguese missionaries came in contact with the
Japanese in the 16th century, the event was, by most standards, when Japan became an
international power.9
Commodore Perry’s entry formed the basis of American imagery of Japan. Whether
meant to instill good will or fear in the Japanese, Perry brought an array of gifts that showcased
American technological prowess: modern farm implements, the telegraph, and even a miniature
steam train.10 The Japanese, in awe of these inventions, tried to return the favor with an
impressive Sumo wrestling show and gifts of fabric and lacquerware.11 Reinforced by racist
preconceptions of Asian peoples, however, the Americans perceived the gifts as primitive and
the show as brutish; the Japanese were undeveloped children.

Samuel Eliot Morison, “Old Bruin” Commodore Matthew Calbraith Perry (Boston, Massachusetts: Little, Brown
and Company, 1963), 319.
9
John Hunter Boyle, Modern Japan: The American Nexus (Fort Worth, Texas: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich College
Publishers, 1993), 51.
10
Joseph M. Henning, Outposts of Civilization: Race, Religion, and the Formative Years of American-Japanese
Relations (New York, New York: New York University Press, 2000), 8-9.
11
Ibid.
8
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Figure 1: Blowing Bubbles12

These ideas would be brought back to America, forming the basis for decades of print
media visual portrayals of the Japanese. A Harper’s Weekly 1863 article, “Pictures of the
Japanese--1. Life in the Capital,” shows the emergence of a popular trend that had illustrated the
Japanese as childlike.13 The above picture, simply titled “Blowing Bubbles,” is given without any
accompanying information and is one of many images in the article featuring mostly children.
That said, the scene depicts the Japanese tradition of Fukidama, a game with enormous cultural
significance at the time.14 Bubble blowing was brought to Japan by the Dutch in the 17th century,
but until the end of the 1800s many children and adults would blow and pop bubbles on the
streets of Japanese cities seeking to draw a symbolic connection to Buddhist principles of the
“evanescence of life.”15 Harper’s Weekly shows this tradition in a seemingly arbitrary context.
What appear to be children, but could easily be mistaken for small adults, are emphatically

Unknown, “Blowing Bubbles,” Harper’s Weekly 162, no. 27 (November 1863): 729, figure 1.
Unknown, “Pictures of the Japanese--1. Life in the Capital.” Harper’s Weekly, November, 1863.
14
Timon Screech, “Bubbles, East and West: An Iconic Encounter in 18th-Century Ukiyo-e,” Japanese Art Society of
America 22 (2000) 87.
15
Screech, 87-89.
12
13
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dancing at the sight of a simple Western import and toy, bubbles. This scene itself is as
whimsical and mysterious to Americans as the Japanese are. Historian Sadao Asada describes the
early American perception of Japan as “an island of mystic beauty” and “strange ceremonies.”16
This picture depicting “life in the capital,” of beautiful bubbles and peculiar dancing children,
illustrates this concept perfectly and cements Japan as an island of fanciful children. Moreover,
wand in hand, the bubble blower emphasizes that Japan was a world filled with light hearted
playthings, a “toyland”--one earliest descriptions given to Japan by American explorers.17

Figure 2: Female Costumes18

Other than images of the supposedly childlike Japanese, the 1863 issue of Harper’s
Weekly also features many drawings of local women--shown here is a pictorial example of the
Japanese child, mother, and young woman, all in their native “female costumes.” These images
contributed to the feminization and sexualization of Japan. The center model is bashful, but

Sadao Asada, Culture Shock and Japanese-American Relations (Columbia, Missouri: University of Missouri
Press, 2007), 31.
17
Rotem Kowner, “Lighter than Yellow, but not Enough': Western Discourse on the Japanese 'Race', 1854-1904,”
The Historical Journal 43:1 (March 2000): 104.
18
Unknown, “Female Costumes,” Harper’s Weekly 162, no. 27 (November 1863): 735, figure 2.
16
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inviting: she draws her exotic dress up as if to welcome the viewer’s male gaze. Her outfit is
complicated and uses a lot of cloth, mimicking Japanese aristocrats, courtesans and
geishas--perhaps she could be employed to entertain an American traveler. This type of imagery
perfectly encapsulates 18th century American notions and fantasies about Japan and the
Japanese. In 1895, Henry Fink of the New York Evening Post wrote that the “principal attraction
Japan had to offer to tourists was its womenfolk with their picturesque costumes and ways.”19
The American eroticisization of, and fascination with, Japanese women could be attributed to
Japan’s legalized sex trade. By the early 17th century, Dutch East India Company traders
published essays extolling Japan’s brothels and “government sanctioned pleasure quarters.”20 In
1858, after a recently signed trade deal between Japan and the U.S., several more brothels were
opened in Japanese port cities for the influx of American traders.21 Japanese prostitutes were
some of the first people to welcome and directly interact with American travelers in Japan, so it
is no wonder, then, that American illustrators would have heard about Japanese women as an
erotic object, sexualizing and drawing them frequently.
East Asian Orientalism, and the sexualisation of Asian women in America, has a long
history that dates back to Christopher Columbus’ voyages and even Ancient Greece.22 Although
the Harper’s Weekly image does not start this trend, it does mark its rapidly growing and
persistent popularity in magazines and in America as a whole. Further visual examples of the
eroticization of Japanese women would gain prominence in the late 19th century, but continue to
crop up frequently throughout the 20th.

Yoko Kawaguchi, Butterfly’s Sisters: The Geisha in Western Culture (New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 2010), 14.
20
Ibid.
21
Ibid, 18.
22
Shelley Sang-Hee Lee, A New History of Asian America (New York, New York: Routledge, 2014), 7-10.
19

14

Late 19th Century: Further Orientalising Women and Place.

Figure 3: Odalisque with Slave23

Figure 4: A Siesta24

By the end of the 19th century, pictures of Japan as feminine and childlike would become
widely used in American publications and cemented in the minds of its readers. However, this
image was subject to evolution and change as the Japanese became fully “orientalised.” To an
extent, orientalism in Japan mirrored Edward Said’s foundational interpretation of orientalism in
the Arab world. Said describes mid-19th century European writers as depicting Arab women as
“creatures of male power-fantasy. They express unlimited sensuality, they are more or less
stupid, and above all they are willing.”25 Jean Dominique Ingres illustrates this concept perfectly
in his 1839 painting, Odalisque with Slave (left). Ingres’ slave and odalisque (a female concubine
or harem) are sex objects meant solely to please the male onlooker or European fantasiser. The
depiction of Arab women in French orientalist paintings, like Odalisque with Slave, nearly
mirrors those of Japanese women in late 19th century American magazines. Take for instance the

23

Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres. 1839-1840. Oil on canvas, 72.1 by 100.3 centimeters. Cambridge,
Massachusetts, Harvard Art Museums. Accessed March 5, 2018. https://www.harvardartmuseums.org/art/299806.
24
H. Humphrey Moore, “A Siesta,” Harper’s Weekly 82, no. 487 (December 1890): 121, figure 4.
25
Edward Said, Orientalism (New York, New York: Vintage Books, Random House Publishing, 1979), 207.
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illustration of a resting woman in Pierre Loti’s 1890 Harper’s Weekly article, Japanese Woman.
26

The picture depicts the lounging, sensual, oriental woman: arms outstretched she lays resting

with eyes that are open, mysterious and inviting. By alluding to French paintings of Arab
women, American magazines of the late 19th century constructed a similar highly suggestive
image of the Japanese--the mysterious and sexually teasing woman of the 1850s and 60s became
a promiscuous plaything, eager to amuse her American visitor.
The growing eroticization of the Japanese woman may have in part been due to the
customs of Western Victorian society. After the U.S. Civil War, women were increasingly
expected to be “virtuous and sexually pure,” as enforced by the 1873 Comstock Law.27 Japan’s
men and women were, by comparison, less sexually repressed, and the country still bolstered a
legal sex industry. This would in turn give rise to American magazine portrayals of titillating
Japanese women, later termed “geisha girls,” the exciting sexual antithesis to the respectable
Victorian woman.28
The geisha girl was perhaps the most common American visual trope of the Japanese
woman, but one that was notably different than the French painter’s harem. For instance, the
Japanese women of Harper’s Weekly have a decidedly dissimilar faces to the odalisque of
Ingres’ painting. Unlike the odalisque, the resting Asian woman has full cheeks and a small,
cute, mouth that gapes open, reminiscent of a babies. In his article, Loti describes Japanese
women as “very small creatures” with cheeks “swollen to roundness like a doll’s” and
“childish” hands.29 The infantilization of Japanese women merges two existing visual tropes

Pierre Loti “Japanese Women,” Harper’s Weekly, December 1890, 120-123.
Kuzume Yoshi, “Images of Japanese Women in Scholarly Works 1860-1990: Formation and Transformation of
Stereotypes,” U.S.-Japan Women's Journal. English Supplement 1 (1991), 5.
28
ibid.
29
Pierre Loti, 120-123.
26
27
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together: Japan as child and Japan as woman. Japanese orientalism is fluid and borrows from
several stereotypes, as does image creation.
Moreover, the Japanese orient is mysterious in ways the Arab world is not. Loti’s
illustration of a woman resting points to how “upside down” the Japanese were perceived as
being. The model lies sprawled across the floor, un-blanketed, with her eyes focused aimlessly
into the distance. Her outfit is ornate and foreign and her head is bolstered on an odd, misshapen,
pillow. The house itself seems to be missing a wall and is exposed entirely to the elements. To
the American reader, the scene would have seemed bizarre and utterly alien. Loti doesn’t seek to
explain these customs, instead prefacing his article by explaining that it is impossible to
understand Japanese women because “the yellow race and ours are the two poles of the human
species.”30 This was (and to an extent still is) a commonly held idea: even the preeminent
American scholar of Japan at the time, Lafcadio Hearn, described the Japanese as “backwards”
and thinking in “directions totally foreign to the Aryan habit.”31 The Arab woman’s mind may
have been considered “more or less stupid,” but the Japanese woman’s supposedly couldn’t be
considered at all. Throughout the next hundred years, many illustrations and essays would depict
the Japanese as alien and impossible to understand, perhaps most famously exemplified in
America’s vicious World War II propaganda campaign.
The last significant visual trend in the Harper’s Weekly image is in its depiction and
reverence to nature and of the past. Shown is a Japanese home open to the outside and in
harmony with its serene foliage. American writers, like Lafcadio Hearn, appreciated this aspect
of Japan most. Hearn described Japan as dainty, “slow and soft” and inhabited by “lesser and

30
31

Pierre Loti “Japanese Women,” Harper’s Weekly, December 1890, 119.
Sadao Asada, 32.
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seemingly kindlier beings” who couldn’t help but smile.32 Although he acknowledged signs of
modernity and technological progress, Hearn decidedly favored Japan’s more ancient and mystic
traditions and architecture.33 These descriptions--a racialized and idealized representation of
Japan and its people--are all included in the Harper’s Weekly image: a mildly grinning woman
gently lies down in appreciation of her tranquil and charming surroundings. Lafcadio Hearn’s
books were massively popular and influential in shaping the late 19th century American
romanticized perception of Japan and it is entirely likely that his descriptions directly or
indirectly informed magazine images of the same era. Although these types of images were
produced well into the 20th century, they would not gain the same level of popularity until after
World War II. In the next several decades, American magazines would have to find a way to
represent and cope with Japan’s increasing desire to Westernize.

Lafcadio Hearn, Glimpses of an Unfamiliar Japan (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Riverside Press, 1894), 7.
Robert A. Rosenstone, Mirror in the Shrine: American Encounters with Meiji Japan (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press,1988. 29.
32
33
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Turn of the Century: Heroes and Savages

Figure 5 The Vengeful Spirit of an Ancient Race34

Perhaps the most abrupt change in American magazine imagery of Japan, beside that
during World War II, would be in 1904 with the start of the Russo-Japanese War. Although
Tsarist Russia and Imperial Japan were both grasping for power in Manchuria and Korea, Japan
had started the war with an surprise attack on the Russian fleet at Port Arthur on February 8th,
1904--a move widely considered unpopular in America. Perhaps even more damning: what was
believed to be an undeveloped, childlike, “backwards,” country fought against, and eventually
overpowered, a Western, largely white, Christian nation. As to be expected, American images of
the Japanese military, such as this July 1904 Collier’s Magazine cover, cast Japan in a terrifying
light.

Gregory Waller, curator. "Framed Magazine Covers: Item Four," Japan-in-America: The Turn of the Twentieth
Century, 2005, http://www.indiana.edu/~jia1915/exhibit.html, (Accessed August 25 2017).
34
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This would be one of the earliest visual representations of America’s burgeoning fear of
Japanese Yellow Peril. The image shows a bestial, faceless, monstrously giant samurai towering
over a terrified and helpless Russian army. The warrior’s crest, an ambiguous circling
dragon-like figure, is unlike any feudal clan branding in Japanese history: he merely represents
the ever present, looming, horrifying Asiatic Other.35 Historian Rotem Kowner writes that prior
to 1904 “as long as the Japanese were perceived as culturally developed yet unthreatening
politically, they were depicted in vague racial terms.”36 For example, the Japanese had been
represented as feminine, childlike, and mystical. However, by 1904, Kowner adds that once
Japan “started to gain military power and push forward their own political agenda, they were
given a clearly defined inferior racial character and were marked as the menacing Other.”37
Collier’s Japanese samurai army bares the marks of racial inferiority. He is stupid:
technologically undeveloped, the samurai has, quite literally, brought a knife to a gunfight, and
he wanders into battle with arms outstretched and knees bent like a toddler. Yet somehow,
despite his ethnic limitations, he is utterly terrifying--a massive destructive monster. The
samurai Japan illustrates what journalist Hugh H. Lusk considered in 1907 as a “growing peril”
worse than any “bogy man” imaginable.38 Put simply, the samurai visually reflects a growing
fear in America that, despite its best efforts to modernize, Japan would never cast away its feudal
militaristic nature.39 The Russian army is shown here in full retreat from the mysterious masked

35

Richard Pendavingh, “Samurai Branding 101” (2010), https://riddip.com/samurai-branding.
Rotem Kowner, “Lighter than Yellow, But Not Enough’: Western Discourse on the Japanese ‘Race’, 1854-1904,”
105.
37
Ibid.
38
Hugh H. Lusk, “The Real Yellow Peril,” The North American Review 186: 624 (1907), 377.
39
John Thares Davidann, Cultural Diplomacy in U.S.-Japan Relations, 1919-1941 (New York, New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2007), 20.
36
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entity; Japan’s sinister depiction and presence in the U.S. would only gain popularity in the
coming decades.

Figure 6 Brave and Western40

Considering this, it is surprising then that many magazine images depicting Japan during
the Russo-Japanese War were not overtly critical of the Japanese: in fact, many portray the
Imperial army somewhat positively. Take for instance this Collier’s magazine cover published in
February 1904. Pictured are a large formation of well dressed, able bodied, brave Japanese
soldiers charging toward the Russian enemy. This is a sharp departure from earlier Western
images that portrayed the Japanese military as neither threatening nor heroic, but as evoking
“laughter”: the “feminine and childlike” soldiers were small, weak, and had worn ill fitting
uniforms.41 Contrarily, Collier’s Japanese army are powerful and large and their effeminate doll
Gregory Waller, curator. "Framed Magazine Covers: Item Three," Japan-in-America: The Turn of the Twentieth
Century, 2005, http://www.indiana.edu/~jia1915/exhibit.html, (Accessed August 25 2017).
41
Rotem Kowner, “Becoming and Honorary Civilized Nation: Remaking Japan's Military Image during the
Russo-Japanese War, 1904–1905,” The Historian 64: 1 (Fall 2001), 32-33.
40
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faces have been replaced with strong chiseled features. Perhaps most importantly, however, their
new suits are well tailored.
The Meiji period Imperial army uniform was, in essence, a branding tactic used by the
Japanese War Ministry to appeal to the Western sphere. Rotem Kowner argues that the European
inspired Japanese military outfits effectively “promoted” them to “honorary white men”: English
and American war correspondents compared the well dressed Japanese serviceman to a
“sun-tanned British Admiral,” “Bismarck,” and even “Ulysses S. Grant.”42 Collier’s Japanese
army are not only impeccably outfitted and decorated in true Europine formal martial fashion,
but the center model appears to be holding a Colt Single Action Army Revolver. The revolver
itself was invented by American manufacturer Samuel Colt in 1836 and this particular model
was issued by the U.S. army during the end of the 19th century.43 In uniform and with revolver in
hand, Collier’s Japanese soldier respectfully imitates the American serviceman--he is culturally
and technologically nurtured by, and appreciative of, Western civilization. Important to note is
that this is but one of many ways that through Westernization Japan influenced American
imagery and perceptions. During the 1890s, Japanese men had begun play American baseball in
an attempt to erase the weak and effeminate reputation they had been assigned by the U.S.44 To
some degree this worked, but it also spurred a deep and somewhat vicious rivalry between the
two countries.45 In many ways the story of baseball in Japan paralleled what happened when the
nation’s military modernised. This goes to show that the repercussions of Japanese

42

Rotem Kowner, “Becoming and Honorary Civilized Nation: Remaking Japan's Military Image during the
Russo-Japanese War, 1904–1905,” 35.
43
“Colt .45 Peacemaker: Still an Enduring, Legendary Revolver after 140 Years,” Guns Magazine, January 2014.
44
Donald Roden, “Baseball and the Quest for National Dignity in Meiji Japan,” The American Historical Review
85:3 (June 1980), 515-517.
45
Ibid, 532.
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Westernization were as great as they were contradictory, evident in the Collier’s magazine
covers.
Collier’s Japan, no longer woman or child, has grown into a formidable, handsome, and
most importantly brave young man. He does not cower in the face of danger, but embraces it: the
army is pictured as marching forward, undeterred by their comrades dying beside them. Turn of
the century American journalists frequently praised and admired Japanese courage and tenacity
and President Theodore Roosevelt himself applauded the Japanese soldier’s ability to enter battle
with neither the expectation nor necessary desire to return alive (Americans would later vilify
this supposed quality of the Japanese).46 Here, Japan is shown fearlessly defending their pagoda
dotted Asiatic homeland from their Russian invaders, who, in the case of the other magazine
cover, are terrified and in full retreat. American recognition of, and admiration for, Japanese
bravery was rare--this one of the only periods in history when U.S. magazines sought to illustrate
it.
There are several reasons why images like these depicted the Japanese as braver and
often more favorably than the Russians. Generally speaking, Americans were still fixated on
prior, more innocent, “naive images” of the Japanese and just disliked Tsarist Russia more.47 But
expertly coordinated diplomacy lead by a Harvard educated Japanese statesman, Kaneko
Kentarō, gained the support of American public opinion for Japan’s part in the Russo-Japanese
War as well.48 Theodore Roosevelt had also spearheaded the Portsmouth Peace Conference
which had effectively ended the war, and by redefining Japan as part of the world’s “civilized”
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nations he was able to convince Japan to seek a truce.49 Or perhaps images like those on Collier’s
cover showing Japan to be a formidable fighting power were used to legitimize the Nobel Peace
Prize Roosevelt won for brokering peace between two great empires. America’s place and effect
in the Russo-Japanese War was significant; these are perhaps a few of many reasons why U.S.
magazine imagery tended to flatter and aggrandise the Japanese army.
However brave or admirable the Japanese were visually rendered, they were still
Japanese: a race of people, in the eyes of many white American magazine readers, inherently
worse than those of European ancestry. Collier’s Japanese soldiers have yellowed skin, low
brows, and flattened noses--physical traits deemed mongoloid and as marks of racial inferiority.50
Earlier portrayals of the Japanese, including those that appear in this paper, have noticeably
lighter skin than these soldiers. Although white Americans saw darker skin and features as more
masculine, they also considered it much more threatening.51 That said, the Japanese adopted
more than America’s intimidating military technologies and traditions: by the 1920s, Western
culture and art would be largely intertwined with that of the Japanese.

1910s and 1920s: Japan turns West

For the most part the Russo-Japanese War and prior portrayals of the Japanese laid the
groundwork for 20th century American magazine imagery of Japan. During the 1910s and
1920s, images of an exoticized and feminine Japan grew alongside threatening depictions of
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Japanese men. Incidentally, portrayals of the valiant Japanese soldier were largely abandoned.
This was likely due in part to racialized insecurities--America’s recognition of Japanese military
strength threatened notions of white racial superiority and resulted in the rise of Yellow Peril.52
Images of brave Japanese soldiers had also served their purpose during the Russo-Japanese War:
while many Americans did desire to see Japan win its war, they wanted its military progress to
stop there rather than threaten Western interests in the rest of Asia.53 There was little need or
desire for images after 1905 to illustrate Japan as a formidable military force. This meant, then,
as Sadao Asada puts it, “by 1920, Americans had two stereotyped images of Japan--cherry
blossoms and the yellow peril.”54

Figure 7: A Tango Tea House55
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However, as the lines between Eastern and Western culture began to blur the cherry
blossomed image of Japan became complicated, and although Yellow Peril was on the rise, the
following two decades, the 1910s and 1920s, produced some of the most positive, least racist,
American visual representations of the Japanese. Take for instance this April 1914 Life magazine
cover. In the style of 19th century Japanese print, Life depicts a group of well off and highly
skilled Japanese aristocrats doing the tango. The tango, a dance originating in the poorer areas of
Buenos Aires, was brought to Japan around 1880, not by Argentinians, but by the French and
English.56 Just as they had adopted European style military uniforms and American baseball, the
Japanese learned the tango to appeal to the West while also seeking to retain their own traditional
values and culture.57 This image showcases these intentions perfectly: the participants, in top hats
and coattails, partake in a fashionable “European” dance, but in a decidedly Japanese setting with
flower patterned dresses, national flag print pants, screen walls, and shamisen players.
This concept of controlled modernism--Japan as Western, but not too Western--was
important to not only the Japanese, but Americans as well: modernity was widely viewed by both
people as leading to the degradation of Japanese culture and society.58 Therefore it makes sense
that the image’s accompanying text, “A Tan go Tea House,” although written in English with a
Western serif font, is arranged in the Japanese vertical script format. This told the American
reader that Japan was culturally advanced, fun, and modernizing, but still distinctly Japanese and
separate from Europe and the U.S.
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Figure 8: Japanese American Number59

The complex relationship between Japan and the Western hemisphere is perhaps best
showcased in this August 1922 Life magazine cover. The “Japanese American Number” puts
America and Japan on nearly equal cultural footing: the red headed lady has traded her slim blue
dress and cigarette holder for an extravagant green kimono and tea pot. She is wearing a 20th
century styled kimono, defined in Europe and America by its loose arms and open front, which
was very popular and fashionable outerwear.60 Rather than overly simplifying the kimono to
suggest the “simplicity of the East” and “complexity of the West,” a popular trend of the time,
the outfit is rich, beautiful, and complicated.61 These two women come from countries interested
in, and inspired by, one other's highly advanced aesthetics: the cultural relationship between
Japan and America was, in a sense, symbiotic. This type of image was popular during the 1920s,
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often showcased on the covers of Vogue magazine, and is one that will inspire many illustrators
of the 1950s.

1930s and 1940s: War

Throughout the 1920s and into the 1930s, U.S..-Japan relations suffered as Yellow Peril
grew. In 1906 Theodore Roosevelt had initiated War Plan Orange which targeted Japan as the
top rival and potential enemy of the U.S. This ultimately lead to a series of war scares between
the two countries, first in 1920 and later in 1927.62 Japanophobia was further heightened by the
racist and fear inducing sentiments held in Hearst’s newspapers.63 However, although
anti-Japanese rhetoric was high in American military and conservative circles, the pushback was
perhaps even greater. Several newspapers and prominent writers, including John Dewey,
denounced Hearst’s negative political cartoons and articles; banks and businesses, profiting
greatly off Pacific trade, were outspokenly in favor of a successfully U.S.-Japan partnership;
missionaries were some of the first to argue that Americans were not so different from the
Japanese after all.64 Therefore the idea that Japan was faithfully modernizing and admiringly
imitating the U.S., not dangerously militarizing, was widely held in America until Japan’s large
scale military campaign following the Manchurian Incident in 1931.65 This explains, then, why
despite the antagonistic relationship between the United States and Japan during the 1920s and
early 1930s, the magazine images I have looked at appeared to have mostly still favored and held
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the more enchanted, fashionable, and peaceful visual depictions of the Japanese which had been
popular throughout the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Figure 9: Little Tokyo66

Figure 10: Collier’s Bat67

However, by the mid to late 1930s this began to change. When Japan invaded China in
1937 American magazines could no longer justify visually rendering a peaceful or harmless
Japan. The Japanese child trope still existed, but was made much more threatening: in 1938, a
Life magazine cover gave the small kimono garbed Japanese toddler his own national flag and
gun. As the Japanese were seen as reverting back to their feudalistic and militant ways,
American images of them would only get more vicious. After the bombing of Pearl Harbour in
1941, U.S. magazine images had begun to strip away all traces of Japan’s modernity, admirable
culture, and even its people’s humanity. The National World War II Museum in New Orleans
described media images as depicting the Japanese as “savage, subhuman, and bloodthirsty,”
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stemming from “deeply rooted views of Asians as inferior.”68 For instance, Collier’s noble
Japanese army of 1904 had become a terrifying sharp tooth, bomb laden, bat. Concerned not to
catch the Chinese in the crossfire, Time even published an article with many pictures on “How to
Tell Your Friends From the Japs.”69 Important to note that these scathing images were not just
restricted to magazine imagery, but nearly every facet of American media highlighted Japanese
supposed animalistic barbarism. These were the types of images that 1950s magazines had to try
to erase.

1950s: Reverting to an Old Image

For the most part, all the images included so far have a common theme tying them
together: Japan was weak and vulnerable, America was strong and powerful. These assigned
roles, established in part by the Japanese themselves, date back to Matthew Perry’s fateful
expedition in 1853 and were promoted by American political interests abroad.70 Despite its brief
disappearance during the Pacific War, this assumed relationship did not cease to exist. After
World War II, the American Cold War practice of containment--blocking the spread of sovietism
by all means necessary--would gain popularity so that by 1951 a U.S.-Japan Security Treaty
made it an integral part of the U.S.-Japan relationship.71 This, along with Prime Minister
Yoshida’s system of Japanese economic and political dependence on the U.S., re-established
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what Steven Vogel describes as “role expectations,” and cemented a “highly predictable, stylized
pattern that characterized U.S.-Japanese relations for so many years.”72 American foreign policy
makers actively desired a return to the U.S.-Japan pre-war relationship, one that designated
America the guardian or “senior partner” and Japan as the vulnerable and subordinate ally.
American magazine images of the 1950s would reclaim this earlier relationship in the form of
reused visual trends and tropes. The following section highlights the ways imagery would
reassign Japan and the U.S. back into their role expectations, thereby returning to an idealized
system of U.S.-Japan politics, and reorienting Japan as an unthreatening and obedient friend of
the West.

Figure 11: Asia: Its Troubles and Opportunities73

For this transition to happen, previously established American perceptions and visual
tropes of the Japanese needed to be resurrected in 1950s magazines. This result of this was
twofold: it would allow image makers to return to a romanticised age in U.S.-Japan politics when
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America held incredible power and influence over a Japan that merely sought to be recognized.
Perhaps more importantly, it would erase years of wartime propaganda, newsreels, and cartoons
that had instilled a near irreversible image of the Japanese into the American psyche. Both
outcomes turned Japan into a less-threatening version of itself for the concerned American
magazine reader. Toward softening and reversing the portrayal of an animalistic and savage
wartime Japan, image makers turned it back into a woman--one who was simple, attractive, and
harmless--the antithesis of her apeish opposite sex.74 With the signing of the San Francisco
Treaty in 1951, America set the terms for its new friendship with Japan and pictures like those on
Life magazine’s December 1951 cover sought to define this new relationship.
This image of Japan was not new, but alluded to and borrowed from American portrayals
of Japanese women from as early as the mid-19th century. Naoko Shibusawa notes that the
romanticized Western view of Japan was populated with “rosy-lipped, black eyed damsels” and
set in a feminized “land of fans and flowers.”75 Life’s cover girl and surroundings are cut from
the same cloth. A rouged cheeked, dark eyed lady, dressed in a cherry blossom patterned
kimono, grasps her oil-paper umbrella. Her appealing, smiling, and exotic demeanor is
remarkably similar to the women’s of the 1863 and 1890 Harper’s Weekly articles. In reverting
to this older stereotype, the U.S. is able to effectively turn back history: Life’s model is evocative
of earlier visual representations of Japan, reminding magazine readers of the mysterious and
colorful Japanese women that had once defined America’s relationship with Japan. Umbrella in
hand, this technologically backward Japanese woman not only erases years of vicious and violent
America wartime propaganda, but she leapfrogs nearly one hundred years of Japan-U.S. relations
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and imagery--she has not yet been tainted by the supposid effects of Westernization,
modernization, and militarization.

Figure 12: Japan by Jet Clipper76

Likewise, by the mid-20th century images of the whimsical and eccentric Japanese child
had their resurgence in American magazines. The party of dancing Japanese children,
represented in the bubble blowers of Harper’s Weekly 1863 issue, were resurrected here in this
Panam advertisement campaign of the late 1950s. Depicted are a group of small childlike
Japanese figures celebrating in a parade or festival. Their kites are carp, a symbolically important
fish with an ability to swim upstream: carp kites and windsocks typically represented courage
and strength to the Japanese.77 Conversely, kites in the United States did not have the same
cultural significance--kites were a form of childish amusement and primitive technological
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advancement (evident in Ben Franklin’s famous kite and key experiment).78 To the American
consumer, Panam depicts an undeveloped Japan with strange and childlike customs comparable
to earlier representations of 19th century bubble blowers and dancers. Like the previous Life
magazine cover photo, Panam’s exotic Japanese people exclusively wear kimonos--they are
untouched by the industrial and modernized United States, merely observing it afar from the
plane flying overhead.

Figure 13: Pan Am-Paris79

Figure 14: Pan Am-London80 Figure 15: Pan Am-Hawaii81  Figure 16: Pan Am-Italy82

Japan is one of the only countries depicted in American magazines this way. For instance,
no other destination in Panam’s advertisement campaign is shown as inhabited by such primitive
and childlike people. Other than Hawaii, a somewhat similarily exoticised Pacific island like
Japan, all the other vacation destinations are shown with adults and technologically developed
cities. Moreover, Hawaii and Japan are the only places illustrated with a Panam plane flying
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overhead. This turns Japan into secluded island only reachable by Americans with high-tech jet
airplanes. As was the case with Commodore Perry’s black ships, America is able to reach Japan,
but the backwards Japanese people were in many ways barred from visiting America. Panam
paints a picture of the Japanese as docile, detached, childish, and most importantly, harmless. No
longer a threat, Japan has become an exotic and strange vacation destination.

Figure 17: The Atomic Girls83

Although Americans could appreciate what they perceived as the less threatening childish
and feminine aspects of Japan, Japanese culture after the war was still largely seen as dangerous,
backwards, and grossly alien. This meant that the U.S. democratization and occupation process
looked entirely different in post-war Japan than it did in post-war West Germany. John Dower
writes that after World War II, “where Nazism was perceived as a cancer in a fundamentally
mature ‘Western’ society, Japanese militarism and ultranationalism were construed as reflecting
the essence of a feudalistic, Oriental culture that was cancerous in and of itself.”84 While
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America’s media and military had to address and ultimately dismantle Nazism, it was forced to
do somewhat the same with Japan’s “cancerous” Oriental society: the United States’ effort in
reshaping Japanese culture parrelled its mission to implement democracy. In their attempt to
make the Japanese appear harmless and democratic, its culture subdued, American magazines
wrote about a Japan that was once again turning to the U.S. in fields such as art, fashion, music,
and dance. Photographs, like this one featured in National Geographic’s 1960 article “Japan: the
Exquisite Enigma” showcased Japan’s reinvigorated desire to westernize.
The performers, part of a Japanese troupe oddly named “The Atomic Girls,” are
executing a dance described in the article as “emulating the Rockettes of Radio City Music Hall
in New York.”85 By adopting the English (or in this case, New York) precision dance, the
Japanese have returned to a time when when they were faithfully and admirallingly westernizing.
Japan started to widely adopt Western culture in 1863 in an attempt to disprove an ethnic
scientific consensus that the Japanese were inherently inferior.86 Despite this, during the early
20th century they were still met with many instances of racial inequality from America, both in
the United States’ cultural and political treatment of the Japanese.87 Thus, during World War II
as a form of revenge, the Japanese deemed themselves racially superior and abandoned the
West’s cultural influence and hold over them.88 This image of dancing Japanese women is
hugely significant because not only does it close the Second World War rift between American
and Japanese culture, but it returns the Japanese to a time when they were desperately seeking
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the approval of white Westerners. To the effect, the National Geographic’s showgirls become
the tango dancers of Life’s 1917 cover.

Figure 18: East Meets West. . . on the Orient Express89

In seeking to further feminize Japan, magazines of the 1950s commonly included
advertisements with friendly Japanese and American women. Often these women were working
side by side, but usually the Japanese person was, in some capacity, serving her American client.
This May 1952 Northwest Airlines ad refers to a series of past Western image tropes and
perceptions of Japan. The viewer may first be reminded of illustrations like on the 1922 Life
magazine cover featured earlier, “The Japanese American Number.” Both images show attractive
Japanese and American women standing abreast and respectfully admiring each other’s cultures.
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The Northwest Airline stewardess, dressed in a loose kimono and with 19th century styled hair,
also evokes earlier Orientalist images of the romanticized Japanese woman. The ad reads “East
Meets West. . . on the Orient Express.” This idea, Japan as being rediscovered by the West, crops
up frequently: the East met the West in the 16th century when the Portuguese sailed to Japan;
they met the West again when Commodore Perry arrived 200 years later; and now, as the
Japanese-American relationship seeks to begin anew, Japan again meets the West shortly after its
own occupation.
To an extent, this image and others like it would set the terms for the supposedly new,
good natured, and unthreatening U.S.-Japan alliance of the 1950s. The smiling blonde stewardess
acts as a stark contrast to the imposing American GI more commonly found in Japan. Her
Japanese coworker does not have any role or place in politics, but instead stands alongside her
friend, focusing solely on her work. In many ways she becomes the face of the Yoshida
Doctrine--an early 1950s Japanese political platform that affirmed Japan as a friend to the West
while putting a focus on economic recovery above all else.90
These are perhaps the most straightforward examples of image makers looking to their
predecessor’s works to recreate the U.S.’s earlier relationship with Japan. By the late 1950s,
Americans could easily see Japan as happily and securely beneath its United States ally in
culture and technology. However, this image of a palatable and harmless Japan also became
increasingly complicated as time went on. The 1951 Life cover girl eventually grew up and
modernised, giving way to depictions of a more assertive, powerful, Japanese woman. Perhaps
the greatest degree of research done on this type of imagery has been on American serviceman
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Bill Hume’s early 1950s Babysan comics. Babysan was a Japanese girl with little memory or
connection to Japan’s pre-war past. She revealed a more cynical view of what the Japanese
post-war women had become, so that by fully adopting Western culture, Babysan turned
“sexually uninhibited” and “unashamedly greedy.”91 Luring young servicemen with her strong
personality and sexuality, Babysan sharply departed from the stereotyped “tourist’s idea” of a
charming, kimono dressed, Japanese geisha girl.92 This made her a complicated figure: Babysan
fully appreciated America’s servicemen, democratization efforts, and “superior cultural
practices,” but unlike her more docile geisha girl contemporaries, she represented the
deceitfulness of not only Japanese women, but Japan as a whole.93 The amount of scholarly
work written about Babysan is indicative of her significance--she is a strong visual depiction of
an attractive, rescued, but politically dangerous, Japanese ally.

Figure 19: “You think Japanese girls look like this?”94
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Figure 20: Michiko Shoda95

With this in mind, Babysan was not syndicated in the types of magazines I focus on in
this paper, and she was drawn with fellow American Occupation soldiers in mind, not the
general public. However, she acts as an important precursor to the Westernized and modernized
Japanese woman featured in late 1950s American magazines. This March 1959 Time cover
image of Princess Michiko Shoda is, in a sense, the Babysan for the masses. The article itself
includes several pictures of Japanese women excelling in professional fields with Michiko as the
symbolic figurehead. It describes Princess Shoda’s ambition and powerful assertiveness, and
these women’s successes, as “an unprecedented break from Japan’s ancient tradition.”96 Like
Babysan, these women are reported as owing their “emancipation” to Japan’s adoption of
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Western culture and policy (especially Article 24 of MacArthur’s imposed constitution which
had essentially granted women equal rights to men).97 Michiko, meeting eyes with the viewer
and dressed in a sharp black Western suit, presents a woman saved by American intervention.
Although her portrait and surroundings are reminiscent of earlier magazine portrayals of
Japanese women, she hardly exhibits exoticism or sensuality. This image is not meant to sexually
excite occupying U.S. GIs, or anyone for that matter, but appeal to American women at home:
much unlike Babysan she is described as having “maidenly appeal rather than sexiness.”98
Michiko’s “maidenly appeal” is a significant example of what she and her image had
represented to the American public. Jan Bardsley argues that by commending Michiko for her
commitment to family and royal duties the Time article turns her into the “embodiment” of a
“romantic new ideology of the nuclear family as a site of nurturance, consumption and social
stability.”99 Therefore, according to the publishers of Time, Michiko emulates the American
housewife of the 1950s: a more relatable and less devious product of Westernization than her
Babysan counterpart. Although “Japanese Women: New Freedoms Amid Old Customs” has been
criticised frequently for attributing Japanese feminist progress to male American policy makers, I
would argue that this image is an important turn away from portraying Japan as an effeminate
sex object and toward becoming an equal American partner.
Somewhat unsurprisingly, this new portrayal of the Japanese woman was met with
resistance by those still comforted and entranced by geisha girl imagery. Richard J. Lindstrom, a
previously enlisted American serviceman in Japan, responded to Time writing that
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“unfortunately, in this age of irrationality the “liberated” Japanese girls are now imitating
American barbarians.”100 Whether or not one agrees with Lindstrom, his review indicated that
Japanese and American women now bared the same sorts of societal pressures--they shared more
than just clothing and dance routines. Michiko presents a Japan that can finally be understood
and worked with in the decades to come. In the next chapter of my paper I address this issue in a
more policy driven context: how would similar images promoting Japanese Westernization and
domesticity reflect a positive political relationship between Japan and the U.S.? And finally, how
would newer portrayals of the Japanese as children and victims effectively do the same?
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Chapter 2: Images and Politics

Part of making Japan appear harmless meant casting the Japanese as a helpful and eager
Cold War ally of the United States. American magazines created new images of the Japanese,
informed by those of the past, but primarily focused on portraying an uncomplicated and
uncontroversial U.S.-Japan cultural, economic, and military alliance. This relationship would
take shape with the signing of the Potsdam Proclamation in 1945 which set the terms for Japan’s
eventual seven year occupation. Although Occupation was not particularly easy on the Japanese,
and strongly diminished the power of the empire, it had not “enslaved” or “destroyed” the nation
as many had expected.101 Some female factory workers were even given cyanide tablets in case
American GIs proved cruel and unbearable, but despite incidents of arrogance and gross displays
of American power, poison turned out to be, to the benefit of international politics, largely not
needed.102 By the close of Occupation in April 1952, U.S.-Japan relations were perhaps not
strong, but “reassuring,” compared to way things stood in 1945.103
Reassuring as the case may have been, Japanese sovereignty ushered in an unstable
political alliance between Japan and the U.S. During the 1950s, the Japanese government
depended on American trade and military protection, but also sought to limit U.S. political
influence over Japan.104 Conversely, the United States had their own set of motivations and
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wanted the island nation to stand as a bulwark against communism in the East.105 America’s
diplomatic methods essentially surmounted to loosening its control over Japan enough to keep it
as an ally, but not enough to lose any military or political influence in the region. American
magazine imagery portrayed this complicated and uneasy relationship in a way that was
palatable to its audience. Not only did these images sell the importance and need of United
States’ controversial foreign policy in Japan, but they cast the Japanese as peaceful and eager
disciples of Western democracy. This idealized political partnership is perhaps best exhibited in
National Geographic’s coverage of the Ryukyus.
The Ryukyus presented one of the largest obstacles facing a healthy U.S.-Japan alliance.
Lying in the far south of Japan and comprising of over 160 individual islands, the Ryukyus were
annexed by the mainland Japanese in the 1870s and later claimed by the U.S. during World War
II.106 However, the Treaty of San Francisco did not return the lands to Japan which in turn
sparked a difficult territorial dispute, mostly centered around Okinawa, the largest of these
islands.107 A significant portion of the following chapter focuses primarily on Okinawa because
of its immense symbolic and military importance in Cold War politics and Japan-U.S. relations.
Although Okinawa had belonged to Japan since the 19th century, the island’s people were
looked down on by many mainlanders and were sacrificed in great numbers during the Pacific
War (the Battle of Okinawa killed nearly a third of the island’s population).108 Japan’s political
elite did not necessarily clamor for the island’s return either. The government cared little about
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what happened on Okinawa and Emperor Hirohito himself suggested America keep it for “25 to
50 years or more.”109 This was likely because America already had an eye on Okinawa as a
strategically oriented base where the bulk of its troops and nuclear arsenal of East Asia could be
held.110 As the United States strengthened its Pacific Cold War island fortress, it released its
military grip on mainland Japan: between 1952 and 1960, the three quarters of American bases
on Japan were dismantled, but those on Okinawa doubled.111 This complicated, unspoken
agreement between the U.S. and Japan’s leaders left Okinawa firmly in hands of the United
States, but took little consideration of the Okinawan people themselves. America was
participating in, and Japan was complicit in, what was ostensibly an imperialist military seizure.
American magazines were left to justify Okinawa’s occupation in part by blaming Japan’s
inability to take care of the island’s population.
Needless to say, this was a difficult task. Okinawa was under direct U.S. military control
and managed by what was essentially martial law.112 American occupiers and image makers tried
using Okinawa as an example of well-implemented U.S. democracy, but given the decidedly
undemocratic practices on the island this was a hard sell.113 However, in her 1953 article,
Okinawa an Island Rebuilt, Hope Diffenderfer tries to conceal America’s authoritarian rule by
making a subtle argument for the island’s annexation.114 Diffenderfer employs a series of
techniques, both in the text and pictures of her article, to create a new image of Okinawa, and
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turned what was a military and strategic occupation into a feminized humanitarian aid effort.
Diffenderfer’s Okinawa is a liberated island of victims in need of, and supportive of, American
guidance; in reality, in 1951, a poll was conducted finding 85% of Okinawans desired to have
their homeland returned to Japan.115
To this effect, Diffenderfer’s article downplays and challenges the calls for Okinawa’s
return to Japan. After the Japanese Liberal Party’s poor voter turnout during the parliamentary
elections of 1952, Prime Minister Yoshida pleaded with Ambassador Robert Murphy for the
return of the Ryukyus, specifically Okinawa and Amami islands. After much deliberation,
Yoshida managed to acquire the latter territory, but many Japanese, and even some politically
left leaning Americans, still clamored for Okinawa’s relinquishment to Japan.116 In fact, as early
as December 1951, Matthew Ridgway, U.S. Commander in Chief in the Far East, argued that,
for the sake of a successful U.S.-Japan alliance, America return the Ryukyus immediately,
including Okinawa.117 In an attempt to create a harmless Japan, unbesmirched by contentious
international politics, Diffenderfer ignores these disputes and photographs her own positive
interpretation of Okinawan life.
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Domesticity and Lady Ambassadors

Figure 21: The Diffenderfers Entertain Guests118

Of the twenty-seven photographs included in Okinawa, an Island Rebuilt, seven center
around domesticity, femininity, and the woman’s sphere. This image documents a peculiar
dinner at the Diffenderfer household. With very little context given, the reader is told only that
this is a dinner party and the guests in attendance are Hope’s family, her two maids, and four
young girls in kimonos (three of whom are Okinawan and one who is, presumably, American).119
The viewer is therefore left to unpack and analyze the image as a representation of domestic life
on the island.
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Nearly every actor is sitting idly and watching an Okinawan maid--who Hope later refers
to as Seigi--cook dinner. Although most of the attention is on Seigi, Hope Diffenderfer, by
pouring the tea, is the only other player participating in the domestic ritual of preparing dinner.
Hope sits in the center of the photo, surrounded by her mid-century, Western-chic, Okinawan
home. She is undoubtedly the host of this function, inhabiting a space that is truly hers and hers
alone. However, this unassuming house and scene is an indication of U.S. supremacy over the
island. In her book, The Anarchy of Empire in the Making of U.S. Culture, Amy Kaplan
discusses the annexation of Texas during the Mexican-American war by means of a term she
coined “manifest domesticity.”120 She argues that military invasion was, to a large extent,
represented “as a form of good housekeeping,” and that an American women’s role in
homemaking was not only a symptom of, but a tool of empire building used to spread U.S.
influence and control.121 This photograph assigns Hope Diffenderfer as a benevolent and benign
conqueror. Hope can be interpreted as a very good housekeeper judging by her clean
surroundings and husband’s smiling face; sitting proudly in the middle of the photo, she is
radiating and spreading American power by means of manifest domesticity. Also important to
note is that manifest domesticity included the modernization, and in some cases westernization,
of homes, cooking implements, cooking practices, and kitchens.122 By preparing a practical meal
on a cast iron skillet (especially popular in the U.S. at the time), in a fashionable and comfortably
American home, Seigi has in a sense herself become domesticated.
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Of course by no means does this photograph depict an entirely American scene. Although
this is Hope’s dinner party, the Diffenderfer family and guests are sitting on the floor in
adherence to Okinawan cultural norms. Chopsticks and bowls of rice in front of them, the
attendants are about to consume what appears to be a local meal prepared in a Japanese fashion.
On U.S. occupied Okinawa, Americans, especially army wives, were not only encouraged, but
expected to learn about the native Okinawan way of life.123 It was commendable for these
American lady ambassadors to invite, and be invited by, Okinawan women for dinner as it was
seen as advancing a healthy island occupation relationship.124 There are no pictures in Okinawa:
an Island Reborn of Hope attending any Okinawan women’s homes, but she makes a clear point
of inviting nearby locals for dinner. Like any good American diplomat, Hope surrounds herself
with Okinawans of notably different age groups, ready to learn from, and facilitate a dialogue
with, every generation of islander.
It could be argued that the subject of this photograph is not Hope, but Seigi. By cooking,
Seigi justifies American occupation: she exemplifies the supposed reasons women like Hope
were on the island in the first place. Many post-war Okinawans were malnourished and had
forgotten how to cook; the United States proudly proclaimed it their responsibility to save and
reteach them.125 Seigi paves the way for women like Kimiyo Onaga who in 1962 was sponsored
by the U.S. government to lead a series of popular cooking classes across Okinawa. The
demonstrations were meant to bring all sorts of women together and raise Okinawans out of
hunger. For these reasons, Onaga was dubbed by some American women as “Okinawa’s Eleanor
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Roosevelt”--she became a benevolent ambassador of U.S. exceptionalism.126 Eleanor Roosevelt,
Seigi is not, but the photograph casts her as an example of a well fed and learned Okinawan
woman saved by American intervention.
Hope also represents American interests abroad. Donna Alvah argues that U.S. military
wives “personified the complexity of U.S. global leadership in the first two decades of the Cold
War. Their efforts to assist and befriend peoples of other nations meshed with U.S. military and
foreign policy objectives. . .”127 Hope is not married to a soldier but the Assistant Director of
Education for the Military Government making her an even better representative of the United
States. Subsequent images show her and her husband standing beside newly built schools and
befriending gleeful and appreciative Okinawan children. Hope Diffenderfer is a paragon of
American pride and heroism. Her mission aligns with that of the U.S. military and her image
convinces readers of a compassionate U.S. foreign policy.
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Milk and Children

Figure 22: “It’s Cold and White and they Call it Milk. . . but it Tastes Good”128

A few more pages in and the reader is greeted with this image of smiling Japanese
children in school happily drinking tall glasses of milk. Given is a short, but informative caption
that reads:
“Most island children never tasted milk until relief agencies shipped in tons of dried
powder. These young scholars sample the strange new beverage for the first time. They
had to be taught to drink it, but they soon learned to like it. English is a required subject
in Okinawan schools. Pupils also learn about America and the world.”129
Although the children are objectively cute, it is likely the milk that elicits a sympathetic
response from the average American reader. Milk holds a significant place in U.S. culture; soon
after World War I, Americans would be known by those around the world as “great milk
drinkers” for their high milk production and appreciation.130 By the early 1920s, schools in New
York City began pioneering the large scale distribution of free milk in classrooms--a trend that
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would continue until the words “school lunch” and “milk” became nearly synonymous.131 This
picture of Okinawan students drinking milk is relatable to the young and middle aged American
reader who also had milk in school. Couple this with the children’s Western style plaid clothing
and it is like we are looking into a U.S. classroom. Diffenderfer photograph cleverly suggests
that Okinawan school children could be raised just like American school children and embrace
American ideals, and that all starts with a very large shipment of powdered milk.
This magazine image did not just allow its viewers to relate to Okinawan children, but it
assured them that Okinawa had turned a new leaf and that the Japanese were willing to change.
During the war, Americans widely believed that the Japanese were blind and brainwashed
followers of Emperor Hirohito. U.S. policy advisors and military personnel had hoped that
Okinawans were different and more sceptical because of their painful colonial history with the
Japanese Imperial regime.132 However, a 1945 CIA study reported that Okinawan schools
previously forced children to learn “national Japanese ideals,” and instilled in them an
“unquestioning loyalty to the Emperor.”133 In response, the U.S. foreign service enacted
sweeping education reform all throughout Japan and Okinawa, filling the curriculum with
lessons focused on democratizing and Americanizing the Japanese.134 The children in
Diffenderfer’s photograph are a representation of successful education reform; Hope chooses to
mention that this is not only the first time these children have had milk, but that they are enjoying
it. Therefore the Okinawan child can be taught to try and like American things and perhaps, this
time, learn national American ideals instead: a baptism by milk.
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Likewise, The National Geographic milk image proposes that, by enjoying a glass of
milk, the Okinawan child can be as pure and well intentioned as the American child. By the start
of Occupation, War Department propaganda stressed that the Japanese youth “starts life as any
other kid,” and that none were “born with dangerous ideas.”135 This picture conveys a similar
message; not only are the Okinawan kids cute and harmless, but they are holding crisp, clean,
and magnificently white glasses of milk. Milk’s unblemished white color, symbolizing purity in
many countries including America, played a huge role in its own popularity.136 Diffenderfer’s
photograph depicts innocent children, not yet tainted by Japanese state Shinto, purified by
American cow’s milk. After glancing at the image, the magazine reader can only hope that
Okinawa’s next generation could be taught to embrace American ideals, most importantly
democracy. Besides milk’s symbolic and ideological redemptive qualities, the drink could be
seen as physically saving the Okinawan children as well. Franklin Roosevelt’s vice president,
Henry Wallace, said in a 1942 speech that America’s mission in World War II was to promise
“the people of the world enough to eat.”137 This meant, he went on to add, that “the object of this
war is to make it sure that everyone can have a quart of milk to drink every day.”138 Like Siegi's
cooking demonstration, milk contributed to the American savior complex that was being
developed and promoted in Okinawa.
This photograph solely features, and appropriately focuses on, children. That said, a
disproportionately high number of pictures Diffenderfer uses in Okinawa, an Island Rebuilt
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incorporate very young local kids. There are a few reasons why this could be the case. Hope
Diffenderfer’s husband worked in education so she likely came in contact with a number of
younger students. Or perhaps since post-war Okinawa, and the rest of Japan, hit its peak baby
boom, dankai no sedai, between 1947-1951, there were just a lot of young children on the island,
ready for their pictures taken.139 Although Hope likely corresponded with many local kids, by
choosing to include so many pictures of these children she presents Okinawans as children
themselves; Diffenderfer follows a long tradition of magazine image makers who portrayed the
Japanese as children.
This makes particular sense considering Okinawans were perceived by many Americans
on the island as primitive and childlike.140 This prejudice reflects, favors, and bolsters U.S.
foreign policy: according to Donna Alvah, “for Americans, casting Okinawans as children and
Americans as their guardians naturalized control of the island by the United States and the
maintenance of military bases.”141 In the photographs of Okinawa, an Island Rebuilt, America’s
guardian or parent role is personified by Hope Diffenderfer herself. In the milk image, the
children of the Okinawan classroom become the “children” of Okinawa and Diffenderfer
becomes their guardian teacher. A clearer example of this parent-child relationship between
America and Okinawa can be seen in the dinner party photograph. Hope hosts a dinner for her
own family and a group of unspecified Okinawan children. By presenting these children without
any other parents or guardians present, Diffenderfer takes them in as her own. The get-together
becomes a family dinner with Ms. Diffenderfer as the household’s mother. Therefore the
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photograph not only promotes American kinship with the Okinawans, but reflects U.S.
maternalistic power over the island as well. This maternal relationship did not merely cast
America as guardian of the perceived childlike Okinawan people, but also eases what Alvah
describes as “the negative effects” of the United States’ “paternalistic military control” over the
island.142

America, Okinawan Santa

Figure 23: Santa Claus Wears Sandallike Getas When He Drops Down on Sunny Okinawa143

The last image featured in Okinawa, an Island Rebuilt is the final picture of
Diffenderfer’s I have chosen to include in my analysis. In this photograph, other than Santa’s
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shoe preference, there is no conceivable difference between Okinawan Santa and the Father
Christmas cherished in America. Surrounded by Santa a group of local children eagerly, yet
hesitantly, interact with an alien Western tradition. The caption reads:
Each Christmas the Naha branch of the United Seamen’s service plays host to the
underprivileged. Here Santa referees an apple-bobbing contest. He is the man of the hour
to some children; other he frightens.
Santa Claus’ presence in this photograph is enormously comforting to the magazine’s
reader; he represents the encroachment of American culture on Okinawa. Although Santa
theoretically has ties to the Netherlands’ Saint Nicholas, his physical appearance and jovial
personality featured here are a distinctly 19th century American creation: Santa is, by his very
nature, unequivocally American.144 In an article published in The American Sociologist, Warren
Hagstrom argues that Santa exists “only in America and other areas which have become
Americanized,” and that his “acceptance by minority groups” indicates their assimilation “into
the larger American community.”145 Here, the children's reluctant acceptance of Santa Claus
symbolizes Okinawa’s slow adoption of American culture, reassuring the reader that the U.S.
will be successful in their continued goal to absorb Okinawa into “the larger American
community.”
Santa not only represented the United States’ cultural foothold on the island, but its
military presence as well. It is significant that the two adults in the image are American
seafarers: they cast Santa as an arm, even a soldier, of the U.S. government. According to
Warren Hagstrom, to the psychologist Santa represents a “wish fulfilling fantasy,” and
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“benevolent father figure.”146 This photograph continues the trend of assigning American
occupiers and armed forces as parental figures guiding the naive and childlike Okinawans toward
a better future. Just as the U.S. military promoted itself as having brought education, food, and
safety to the innocent and childlike Okinawan people, Santa is meant to come bearing presents to
only the purest of the world’s children. Although Okinawans were supposedly being granted the
gift of American intervention, they were not yet all appreciative. Diffenderfer mentions that
many children were “frightened” of Santa Claus and in this image all of them keep their distance.
Would the Okinawans, children and adults, eventually believe that, like Santa Claus, Americans
only desired to spread hope, peace, and cheer? No, island resentment toward the military
occupation would only continue to grow in the coming decades, but who could blame Santa?

Part II: Need and Reliance in Japan’s Mainland and at Home

Depicting Okinawans as children was central to Diffenderfer’s Okinawa, an Island
Reborn. These were children who, under the parentage of American military occupation forces,
could be innocent and purified. However, although Okinawa had enormous symbolic
significance as the center of American anti-communist military operations in the East and as a
reminder of the territorial ramifications of World War II, it did not necessarily represent what
was going on in the Japanese mainland. However, to a large degree Diffenderfer’s photographed
relationship with Okinawans was highly similar to America’s partnership with Japan; like small
children in search of parental guidance, the Japanese were depicted in magazines as desperately
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needing the Americans. Toward constructing a less threatening picture of Japan, American print
media imagery created a new Japan without agency or true independency. The following section
focuses on need and reliance in the context of America and Japan’s political relationship. Why
and how did U.S. magazines visually represent Japan’s dependency on America?
By the end of Occupation, Japan was in a radically different place; now a sovereign state,
the island nation was theoretically able to start over and remodel its political relationship with
America and other countries around the world. That said, it’s important to note that America,
too, had changed. When Eisenhower was elected President in January 1953 he promised to adopt
a “coherent global policy” instead of focusing primarily on a specific region, thereby firmly
situating America in Japanese affairs.147 Eisenhower had also appointed previous Ambassador to
Japan, John Foster Dulles, as Secretary of State. Dulles proved highly responsive to, or at least
aware of, American and Japanese political interests; in order to stop the spread of Communism in
the East, Dulles fought to limit, but not entirely diminish, America’s imperialist and military
agenda in Japan, challenging the conservative containment strategy that was popular at the time.
148

Unfortunately for the Japanese government, the Eisenhower administration did not grant

Japan the quick release or liberation they wanted. Often at odds with the embassy in Tokyo and
Secretary of State Dulles, the Pentagon and U.S. Defense Department, out of distrust for the
Japanese, advocated for a tighter control over Japan.149 This set the stage for a complicated,
contentious, “hot and cold,” political relationship between the U.S. and Japan. American
magazines had to repackage, simplify and justify this messy, somewhat chaotic, political
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partnership for its readers. To do so, even more examples of images of Japanese children
emerged.

The Good Sergeant’s Return

Figure 24: The Good Sergeant's Return150

The photograph was published in a 1955 Life article promoting a biopic starring Aldo
Ray that was being released later that year. The film, titled The Stripes in the Sun, details the
experiences of army veteran Sergeant Hugh O’Reilly who was part of the U.S. military
Occupation force in Japan. O’Reilly originally despised the Japanese, but upon meeting the
sweet children of a neglected Japanese orphanage, he learned to love them. In 1949 O’Reilly
Unknown, "The Good Sergeant’s Return: O’Reilly goes back to Osaka for a film about his orphanage," Life 39,
no. 18 (October 31, 1955): 101, figure 24.
150
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raised 180,000 dollars to repair the orphanage and married Yoko, a Japanese woman. Later, in
1955, as a technical advisor for the film, O’Reilly is shown here returning to the orphanage
(background) greeted by one of his most admiring orphan friends, Chiaki.
Amongst U.S.-Japan historians, Sergeant O’Reilly has been given a fair amount of
attention. Naoko Shibusawa argues that O’Reilly’s story was, and images of O’Reilly were,
incredibly popular: the sergeant was used as a model soldier to inspire fellow, less racially
tolerant, GIs, and perfectly embodied “American benevolence” abroad.151 This explains the
Sergeant as a propaganda tool, but I would like to go a step further and suggest that this picture
itself, and what it says about American-Japanese relations, is even more revealing than the story
surrounding it. O’Reilly’s image depicts a complicated post-war military relationship between
America as a noninvasive father figure and Japan as orphaned boy.
In 1951, General Douglas MacArthur was questioned about the difference he saw in
governing the Japanese as opposed to other peoples, in this instance the West Germans.
MacArthur responded noting that the Germans were “quite mature,” but that the Japanese were,
if “measured by the standard of modern civilization,” more “like a boy of 12 as compared to our
own development of 45 years.”152 Although this controversial opinion was met with anger by the
Japanese and mostly silence by the U.S., it highlighted the role America saw in its political
partnership with Japan. The U.S. believed itself to be the parent of Japan, as it often had, but this
time nurturing the fledgling childlike civilization to adulthood through foreign policy and
democracy. By clutching Master Sergeant O’Reilly at the hip, Chiaki becomes, and perhaps
literally is, the “boy of 12” seeking American guidance.
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Although there are a few photographs of young orphaned girls in the rest of the article,
Chiaki is featured in the largest, main, title picture and is the only child named and shown alone
with O’Reilly: his relationship with America is special. As a symbol of Japanese society, Chiaki
gives the American reader hope for the developing civilization. When Japan is portrayed as a
woman she is naive, immature, and unable to develop past her exoticized primitive nature;
however, in the case of this photograph and MacArthur’s own speech, when Japan is described
as a boy he can be expected to grow into a rational man and learn the ways of Western
democracy.153 This is a somewhat new concept for magazines to follow. The male Japan of
earlier magazine imagery was threatening, attached to antiquated militaristic codes of bushido
and feudalism. After World War II, however, that portrayal of Japan died, and from it Chiaki was
born.
That said, Chiaki is still just a boy and Japan is further weakened by its representation as
an orphan. Many Japanese publications were also guilty of orphaning Japan; in the same year
O’Reilly’s Life article came out, Yomiuri Shimbun released an editorial warning that Japan would
turn “orphan” in the sphere of global economics if the country did not fall in line with U.S.
foreign policy.154 Catherine Luther writes that this kind of language suggested “Japan has no
choice, but to follow the lead of the United States.”155 The Life magazine image portrays the
same concept in a more visual and literal sense. As an orphan, Chiaki is forced to rely on
O’Reilly for support, guidance, and even a home. While Japan could technically reject American
intervention and reduce its dependency on the U.S., the island nation is depicted as not having
this option: Chiaki’s Japan has no agency.
153
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However, many American may not see orphans as so powerless. Owing to 19th century
middle-class anxieties in the U.S., the orphan has come to be a model of upward mobility and
successful capitalism in the American psyche; fictionalized portrayals of suddenly parentless
children show their poverty as “temporary” rather than “ineluctable.”156 The highly popularized
American orphan story often has the child suddenly losing his parents and class status only to
later regain, and often even succeed, his previous social position through hard work.157 This
archetypal orphan narrative undoubtedly plays a role in Chiaki and Japan: in the context of the
Life photograph, the orphaned Japan learned a lesson and could potentially recoup its pre-war
status, but only by rejecting socialism and with the support of its American ally. O’Reilly is even
mentioned as having set up an education fund for young Chiaki, just to start him off on the right
track. Like the school children of Diffenderfer’s Okinawa, an Island Rebuilt, Chiaki is saved by
the U.S., but only as long as he welcomes American gifts.
Most of the images in this article document O’Reilly’s return to the orphanage and much
less pictorial attention is paid to Aldo Ray or the production of the The Stripes in the Sun. This is
not the first time the sergeant's return to Japan was photographed for the American public; in
1951, images of O’Reilly’s visit to the orphanage on furlough from the Korean War were
plastered in publications like the New York Times.158 O’Reilly’s frequent visitations make him a
forgiving representation of America’s controversial military foothold in a technically
post-Occupation Japan. In 1948, MacArthur believed that by the end of Occupation, all U.S.
troops should be removed from Japan except those in Okinawa, but in 1950, he changed his mind
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and announced that “the entire area of Japan must be regarded as a potential base for defensive
maneuvers with unrestricted freedom reserved to the United States.”159 This kind of
indecisiveness--questioning the duration and strength of U.S. military influence in
Japan--continued well into the 1950s and was held by many other American policy makers of the
time. While some believed that bringing American servicemen home from Japan would enhance
U.S. prestige in Asia, others argued for even more troops and tighter control in the region.160 In
his army coat the representative of the U.S. military in Japan, Sergeant O’Reilly, reflects this
uncertainty: he is neither occupying Japan, nor is he leaving it alone, he always has one foot in
the door. Although he is fighting in wars elsewhere, O’Reilly makes sure to always return to
Japan and check on his orphans, see that they are doing well and are safe. To an extent, the U.S.
army promoted itself as doing the same thing: the military was merely checking in on and
supposedly protecting Japan from communist aggressors, not explicitly occupying or annexing
the country itself. O’Reilly is the present, kind, but not overbearing, paternal caretaker the United
States military wanted to see itself as.
Therefore O’Reilly exists more as an idea than a person. A symbol of U.S. military in
Japan, he is caring, noninvasive, and nurturing; the orphaned Japan needs him to survive and
prosper. That said O’Reilly, Diffenderfer, and Santa Claus had not really come to Japan to spread
good will and culture, but instead they sought to secure Japanese political and military support as
Cold War tensions rise. In all the magazines I’ve looked through, none have mentioned one
glaring Cold War era fact: America also needed Japan. By the early 1950s, Soviet-American
relations were deteriorating, quickly. President Truman kept an open ear to the People’s
Peter N. Stearns, Demilitarization in the Contemporary World (Champaign, Illinois: University of Illinois Press,
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Republic of China, hoping the new communist republic would not turn an explicit enemy.161 By
February of 1950, however, the PRC signed a 30-year Treaty of Friendship with the Soviet
Union that vowed to halt the resurgence of a Japanese empire and combat any act of aggression
by the U.S. in Asia.162 Therefore Japan became one of America’s most important and formidable
allies in the East, to be defended and protected from communism and sovietism till the bitter end.
Over the course of the 1950s, the United States would become increasingly wary, at times even
paranoid, that communist, or at least anti-American neutralist, influence would eventually take a
hold over Japan. When the Korean war broke out in June 1950, MacArthur instantly feared
losing control of Japan as the U.S. had done in Korea and authorized a 75,000 man American
backed National Police Reserve Force on the island.163 In an August 1952 National Security
doctrine, the Truman administration even expressed fears that Japan might try to “take advantage
of the United States-USSR conflict.”164 Tensions between the U.S. and Japan would reach a near
breaking point when, in 1956, U.S. sympathizing Prime Minister Yoshida was succeeded by
Ichirō  Hatoyama, who believed in normalizing political and trade ties between Japan and the
Soviet Union/China.165 Relations between America and Japan would appear to restabilize when
U.S. backed Prime Minister Kishi took office in 1957, but he would prove incredibly unpopular
with the Japanese public: during the May 1958 general elections the Japanese Socialist Party
took more than a third of the seats in the Diet.166
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Just as U.S. policy makers were terrified of a communist sympathizing Japan, the
American public feared the same. In the pursuit of creating a less threatening image of the
Japanese, it was up to U.S. magazine publishers to convince Americans that they had nothing to
worry about, that Japan was, and always will be, a staunch U.S. ally. One way of doing this was
essentially by utilizing an old adage: the enemy of my enemy is my friend.

Enemy of my Enemy

Figure 25: Russian Raiders Left This Family Without a Provider167
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The photograph was featured in Japan, the Exquisite Enigma. The article itself is an
overview of 1960s Japan and its startling growth after World War II. It’s rich with images, one
of which situates itself in a section about fishing in Japan. There is not context given to the
image other than a caption that reads:
As World War II ended, the Soviet Union seized the Kuril Islands, an 800-mile-long
archipelago that yielded much of Japan’s salmon and crab catch. Red gunboats patrolling
the islands drive off or capture Japanese fishermen who sail too close. In a recent
10-month period, they impounded 62 vessels. One of the victims was Koichi Murayama.
Here his wife, mother, and three children huddle anxiously before a stove in Numuro
while awaiting word of his fate. Several days later they learned he had been sentenced to
prison. Nowadays Hokkaido fisherman take out “capture insurance.”
This dire scene creates a common enemy between Americans and the Japanese: the
Soviets. The article draws attention away from the increasingly tense U.S.-Japan territorial
dispute in Okinawa by reminding Americans that any normalization of Japan-Soviet relations
was impossible while ownership of the Kuril Islands were under question. The Kuril Islands
were of immense symbolic significance to the Soviet Union: many Russians were taught that the
islands were always theirs, only to be reclaimed after the war.168 Whether or not this was true is
open to interpretation, but the image and caption implies the Soviet Union was simply there to
steal Japanese salmon, crabs, and husbands. According to the The National Geographic, America
was in Okinawa to promote the security of all East Asian people, but, in the case of the Kuril
Islands, the Russians only seek to raise chaos.
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Figure 26: Baby Rides Piggyback as Mother Presents Ration Book169

Casting Soviet Russia as the enemy of Japan meant reorienting World War II blame and
guilt. Everyone was pointing fingers: many Russians could not understand why the Japanese had
not treated them with the same favorability as the Americans--after all, it was the U.S. army who
killed hundreds of thousands of Japanese soldiers and civilians during World War II.170 American
magazine publications of the 1940s, on the other hand, charged the Japanese themselves at fault
for their dismal situation, as evident in this 1945 image from an early National Geographic
article, Face of Japan.171 The photograph depicts a group of hungry Japanese women, children,
and one man, awaiting rations from U.S. Occupation forces. These victimized women,
abandoned by their drafted soldier husbands, are readying metal pots and glass jars to be filled
with rice and beans by their American saviors. Fifteen years later, National Geographic depicts
nearly the same scene, but with a different message. The 1960 photograph shows Japanese
women and children with empty pots and jars, except this time their provider husbands haven’t
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been stolen by the Japanese army, but by communists. By harking back to wartime images of
decimated Japanese families, The National Geographic indicates that Japan’s World War II
enemy has only merely changed: Japan, once adversaries to themselves, have found a new and
cruel rival in the Russians.
This is an important distinction: the 1960 photograph not only unites the United States
and Japan with a common Soviet opponent, but it quells resulting fears from growing Japanese
anti-Americanism. Only six months before Japan: the Exquisite Enigma was published, Prime
Minister Kishi signed a new Japan-U.S. Security Treaty.172 The doctrine contained many
revisions to America’s economic policy in Asia, but also firmly demanded Japan’s continued
support for the U.S. in issues concerning global politics. Left leaning Japanese protesters,
angered by these terms, took to the streets in a riot that would result in many casualties and
Kishi’s resignation.173 Many Americans believed this was not a pro-communist act, but a case
“democracy growing pains” and miscommunication.174 Believing the Soviets to be the true
enemy of the Japanese, as one would be lead to from this image, made this comforting belief
easier to hold.
It is important to note that this magazine photograph is rare exception to the others and is
one of the only pictures I have found referring back to World War II imagery. This is a bold
strategy considering it was the United States’ goal to effectively move on and, to an extent,
forget about the war. In the Cold War, as well as in World War II, propaganda did not
necessarily follow the standard conventions of image making at the time.
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Conclusion

The Calm Beauty of Japan Air Lines175

By the signing of the U.S.-Japan Peace Treaty in 1960, the two countries became tightly
knit allies. For such a miraculous transformation in diplomacy to take place, the U.S. had to sell
both its mission to the Japanese and Japan to Americans as well. Magazines acted as a direct
medium and entered homes with a reinvented portrayal of a new, reborn, harmless Japan. As
brilliant as some of these image makers were, their inspiration derives from earlier Japanese
stereotypes and imagery: as John Dower puts it, “the images and metaphors and tropes we call
upon to represent ourselves and others--in words as well as in visual representations--are rarely
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arbitrary or random. Nor, on the other hand, are they perfectly rigid or frozen.”176 The visual
development explored in this paper would culminate in 1961 with the captivating Japan Airlines
Vogue magazine advertisement featured above.
The American model in pink is an invader, the General MacArthur of her time. Although
she is decidedly not U.S. military personnel, she is no less powerful: women in mid-century
advertisement often smile, but by not explicitly doing so she shows strength and assertiveness.177
Her dress is equally imposing. Pink is a color of cultural significance in Japan, especially during
the Pacific War, but the model makes it her own in full pink gown of a distinctly American
shade.178 Conversely, the image shows Japan as weak, submissive, and vulnerable. The Japanese
stewardess, head turned away, is dwarfed in size by her American client. The delicately walled
room, occupied by the conquerer in pink and her incongruous airplane seats, is of a bygone era: a
time before late 19th century westernization and industrialization had supposedly corrupted
Japan. The bowing Japanese model and antiquated space depict a Japan that would never quite
let go of its traditions--interpreted by American media as signifying Japan’s inherent inferiority
to the U.S.179 These visual techniques, cues, and stereotypes would create a Japan that was, and
would always be, safely and firmly in the grasp of its benevolent American savior. Japan, and its
“calm beauty,” would never threaten the United States again.
Of course these images would continue to evolve and change in the coming years,
especially once American magazines were forced to confront Japan’s massive and threatening
economic boom in the 1970s and 1980s. However, particularly in the context of U.S.-Japan
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relations, the 1950s were an intense time of transition and uncertainty in need of special
attention: the ashes of World War II hadn’t yet fully settled, Japan was a sovereign state with an
entirely new system of government, and all of Asia was ensnared in Cold War conflicts. A close
analyzation of magazine images gives us a unique understanding of not only the world itself, but
how people wished to see it.
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